A friend of mine, a distinguished neuropathologist who still does a great deal of experimental work, and I looked at some of the titles in the two standard British medical journals: 'Variability in vibration perception threshold among sites: a potential source of error in biothesiometry'1. I said 'Sadly, I have to confess, 55% of the articles now published remain a closed book to me.' The next titles we looked at, read: 'Predictive value of Glasgow coma score for awakening after out-of-hospital cardiac arrest'2 and 'Correlation of clinical phenotype to genotype in haemoglobin H disease'3. My friend remarked 'You are very fortunate. I feel satisfied nowadays, if I understand 20% ofthe papers in any one issue ofthe main general journals and 10% in the special journals. ' Obviously with this situation in mind, the Lancet mentioned in a recent annotation4 that in May 1989 the Journal ofthe American Medical Association will host an international congress on 'Peer Review in Biomedical Publications'; on the conference's advisory board is a member of the Lancetes editorial team. ' Our policy is for all papers published ... to have been evaluated by experts outside the editorial office. Over a decade ago a former Lancet editor, writing in the New England Journal ofMedicine and in retirement, looked back to a more relaxed era when such advice was more dispensable. That glimpse ofyesteryear is irrelevant to the 1980s.' These days, I spend about 8 hours a week on reading 4 general medical journals -Lancet, British Medical Journal, New England Journal of Medicine and Journal of the American Medical Associationand 2 hours onjournals in my special field (endocrinology), with a glance at the journals which do not appear weekly. Frankly, this is not enough, but I cannot go beyond it, and I am a reasonably fast reader.
The situation was not the same 50 years ago. Admittedly, reading professional journals was not a young man's fancy. Whatever has happened in those 50 years?
In the first place, the emergence of numerous subspecialties and superspecialties enlarged the field of medicine enormously. Secondly, the pressure to have one's name in print has also increased greatly. What in the 1930s was regarded as a bad continental habit seems to have spread to the rest of Europe and to the United States. At some major Central European universities, it was expected that doctors of medicine who intended to pursue an academic or partly academic career should submit about 30 original papers with their application for a 'venia legendi', to obtain the right to become a university lecturer with the title of 'Private Docent', the equivalent ofa senior lecturer in Britain. Unfortunately, the quality ofsuch a great number ofpublications was not unequivocally good.
This new epidemic becomes obvious, when one reads the recent leading article by the editor of the British Medical Journal, 'Fraud in Medicine'5. In one case quoted, the culprit was the author or co-author of 137 'articles, between 1978 and 1985, while he was engaged in research or training in cardiology, nuclear medicine or radiology. On investigation '77 articles were classified as valid, 48 as questionable, and 12 as fraudulent'. Dr Lock, the editor, draws another important conclusion from this d on... . we need to rethink the -emphasis placed on the number of publications rather than on their quality: most appointment committees still count articles rather than read them.' He continues 'Woolf has documented the high level of productivity in the departments where three ofthe instances of fraud occurred, with the heads ofdepartments having their name on a total of29, 31 and 68 articles a year, the productivity ofan average "publishing" scientist was one article a year with a range at distinguished universities from 1.8 a year in physics to 2.7 in biochemistry. Stewart and Feder7 quote a memorandum from the director ofone ofthe world's leading research institutions: "Upon proper completion and submission of(two) manuscripts, a (technician's) appointment will be extended an additional three months and again an additional manusipt... is an anticipated result ofextended employment'. . . To be fair, [the culprit's] productivity was partly masked by his tendency to bury his name among those of colleagues awarded gift authorship." . . . if editors and referees were more ready to challenge suspicious elements in articles, an apparently excessive number of authors, duplicate or "salami" publication (writing up a single study in a series of minor papers) and particularly data that are inconsistent, some false publications might be prevented.
I attempted to find out in the case of the British Medical Journal and ofthe Lancet, how many original articles are submitted for publication today and how many are actually published. By To see the names ofmore than 3 authors on a paper was rare in 1938, whereas a dozen or more names are often to be found on a paper today without specifying the exact contribution of each of them. The Journal of the Royal College of Physicians of London is produced quarterly and states that 'Papers which in any manner relate to medical subjects will be received.' The numerous journals in specialized subjects, which are inreas in numbers continually, publish another flood of articles, the value of which is bound to vary.
In spite of the great increase of specialized publications, the time it takes before a paper is published after it has been accepted, has not diminished. A 100 years ago, Pierre Marie, a man of recognized status in Paris, had to wait 7 months before his first description oftwo cases of acromegaly was published in La Revue de M&decine in April 1886. He submitted it and had it accepted in September 1885. There are now, especially in the United States, a few new medical journals, which-promise speedy publication of original papers once they have accepted them, thereby helping with claims of priority.
The Vancouver agreement, a few years ago, produced uniform requirements for manuscripts submitted to biomedical journals, prepared by an international committee of medical journal editors, ofwhich the Lancet, the British Medical Journal and most of the other major journals are members.
Before ending this pesimistic tale of the increasing burdenfor writers, readers, editors and refereesof professional literature, which nobody can really digest and cover, another important caveat must be added.
Twenty-four years ago, the British Broadcasting Corporation broadcast in its Third Program in autumn 1963 a series of 8 talks under the title of 'Experiment', later published in The Listener, and in 1964 in the form of a small book (pp. 72). The mood was effectively set by the late Sir Peter Medawar's opening talk 'Is the scientific paper a fraud?' In it Sir Peter brilliantly and convincingly argued that the traditional form of the modern scientific paper, '. . . incidentally a form which editors themselves often insist upon . . .', is not acceptable. The structure (in biological sciences) is thus:
'First, there is a section called the "introduction"... followed by a section called "previous work" . . . then a section on "methods" . . . Then comes the section called "results". This section consists of a stream offactual information in which it is considered extremely bad form to disuss the ignificance of the results you are getting ... you reserve all appraisal ofthe scientific evidence until the "discussion" section, and in the discussion you adopt the ludicrous pretence of asking yourself ifthe infomation you have collected actually means anytbing.... The conception underlying this style ofscientific writing is that scientific discovery is an inductive process ... The theory underlying the inductive method cannot be wine ... in the first place, the starting point ofi on, naive observation, innocent observation, is a mere philosophic fiction. There is no such thing as unprejudiced observation ... The second point is this: Scientific discovery or the formulation ofthe scientific idea on the one hand, and demonstration or proof on the other hand,-are two entirely different notions. New discovery and proofcould depend on the same act of mind, and in deduction they do. When we indulge in the process of deduction, . . . the theorem contains the discovery ... and the process of deduction itself, if it has been carried out correctly, is also the proofthat the discovery is valid, is logically correct. So, in the process of deduction, discovery and proof can depend on the same process. But in scientific activity they are, in fact, totally separate acts of mind ... But the most fundamental objection is this: It simply is not logically possible to arrive with certainty at any generalization containing more information than the su1m of the particular statements upon which that generalizationwas founded... How could a mere act ofmind lead to the discovery ofnew information?... It would violate the law ofconservation of .otion... Bertrand Russell said in a famous footnote that occurs in his Principia mathematica of 1903 that so far as he could see "induction was a mere method of making plausible guesses" . . . Professor Karl Popper has no use for induction at all: He regards the inductive process of thought as a myth . . .'
Medawar continues
'Now let me go back to the scientific papers. What is wrong with the traditional form ... is simply this: that all scientific work of an experimental or exploratory character starts with some expectation about the outcome of the inquiry. This expectation one starts with, thI hypothesis one formulates, provides the initiative and incentive for the inquiry and governs its actual form. It is in the light ofthis expectation that some observations are held relevant and others not; that some methods are chosen and others discarded; that some experiments are done rather *an others ... Hypotheses arise by guesswork ... I should rather say, arise by inspiration ... they arise by processes that form the part of the subject matter of psychology and certainly not of logic, for there is no logically rigorous method for devising hypotheses: One does not deduce hypotheses; hypotheses are what one deduces things from ... So the actual form of a hypothesis islet us say a guess. But hypotheses can be tested rigorouslythey are tested by experiment ... This alternative interpretation ofthe nature of the scientific proces, ofthe nature ofscientific method, is sometimes called the hypothetico-deductive interpretation and this is the view which Professor Karl Popper in the Logic ofScientificDiscovery haspersuaded us, is the correct one ... The scientific paper is a fraud in the sense that it does give a totally misleading narrative ofthe processes of thought that go into the making of scientific discoveries. The inductive format of the scientific paper should be discarded. The discussion, which in the traditional scientific paper goes last, should surely come in the beginning. The scientific facts and the scientific acts should follow the discussion and scientists should not be ashamed to admitas many ofthem apparently are ashaed to admit, that hypotheses appear in their minds along uncharted byways of thought; that they are imaginative and inspirational in character; that they are, indeed, adventures ofthe mind.' Thus spake Medawar, and he practised what he preached.
Formerly, when people pondered on an idea, they might have thought that they had found a solution, or that they could not find one. In any case, they often put it away, like Horace. Ifthey found it again, years later, and still liked it, they might have worked on it again and, eventually, published it. Today, a passing thought during a conversation will be picked up and groomed for immediate publication, perhaps giving the name of all the people engaged in the conversation as authors.
To me the present development does not appear a happy one. Or will it all end as Lock described in his lecture 'Has the Medical Journal a Future?'8. The 20 000 biomedical journals and the 100 000 scientific journals ofthe 1980s, which showed a steady increase of 5-7% a year, were abolished by AD 2010, making place for only 164 journals for the whole world, 41 each for Europe, Australasia, America and Asia, one of them being a general review type weekly journal, the others general journals for the major specialties. 'All the other records of major scientific work were recorded on electronic data bases, which could be searched and retrieved with a personal print-out either in the doctor's office or at home, using his own computer or word processor.' Lock gave the rejection rate of the principal general medical journals as 80-85% and of the specialty journals as 35-65% in
1986.
In 1930, the average number of authors for each scientific article in the Lancet was 1.3; in 1975, it had risen to 4.39.
Lock reminds us, finally, that 'in medicine, articles that are only 40 years old, are usually of little value and any interest they possess is in showing how much was realized or missed at the time.' That is quite different from other subjects, such as, for example, history. Add to this Professor Maitland's concern about statistical ritual in clinical journalsl0, and you will realize some ofthe problems and shortcomings in the presentation of variability in them.
The Wind of Change concerning medical journals in England in the last 50 years has been considerable and has brought many problems in its wake. Growing techniques of modern medical treatment modalities, super-subspecialties and plans to prepare physicians for the 21st century have become the burden of Medicine. The outpouring of qualified physicians whose services will be borne by the entire humanity thus becomes the responsibility of Medicine and different medical associations of the different countries. With medical technology and research altering boundaries of care, a necessity is created suitably to alter and outline medical curricula to meet such demands of the future. With such demands pressurizing the field of Medicine and the newer system of advertisements ofmedical proficiency in the news media place a greater need for introducing and allocating a place for ethics in the learning of Medicine.
V C Medvei
Ethics is considered to be the study dealing with the philosophical aspect of human action trying to assess the question of right and wrong, and judge the moral consequences of such human action and inaction. Medicine is a profession where knowledge is directed to alleviate human suffering, elevate human wellbeing and prolong human life. Medical ethics which deals with such ethical -issues pertaining to health care forms an integral part of the education of the physician.
It is felt that the study of medical ethics is dry, indoctrinated and far removed from day to day practice. The phenomenal growth of knowledge in every branch of medicine takes the major share of time of a medical student or a physician in acquiring skills to compete in the field. Even in such a busy schedule of learning if time is allocated for such a study there appears to be a lack of genuine interest in learning the subject coupled with lack of trained staff to teach the subject effectively. Apart from that, finding a proper time and place to introduce the subject in medical education still remains elusive.
Experimenting with various methods of teaching by introducing the subject at preclinical, premedical clinical and postgraduate levels, different institutions have faced the task of delivering the subject to kindle the interests of medical students in medical ethics. In one such endeavour literary classics have been selected carefully to simulate certain moral situations a physician may face in his tenure ofmedical practice. Such simulation of events taken from literary classics seemed to have caught the imagination ofphysicians and rekindled their interests in such a study of ethics1.
Literature is life. Literary classics present and confront us with the problems of daily human experience including medical ones. The creative imagination of the poet or a dramatist or a novelist presents us with 'unreal' or 'fictitious' characters and events. But these are 'real' in a very deep sense, real in proportion to their verisimilitude, so 'real' sometimes that we come to realize and know the working of the human heart and mind, the motives behind human actions, the powers of evil, the strength of goodness, the nature of human passions, the weakness or firmness of the will against adverse situations, the superiority of mind over matter through our acquaintance with characters in fiction better than with those of real life. Rather, sometimes, we come to know of the existence ofcertain facts and feelings for the first time in our lifetime through such literary presentations.
